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STATE OT'INDIANA
INDIANA BOARD OF TAX REVIEW
SOUTHLAKE INDIANA LLC,
Petitioner,

Petition Nos:

)

45-046-A7 -1-4-00001
45-046-08- 1 -4-0000 I
4s-046-09-l -4-00001

)
)

45-046-10-t-4-00002
45-046-11-1-4-00004
45-046-t2-t-4-00001
4s-046-13-l-4-00001
4s-046-r4-1-4-00 I 5 1 -1 6

)

vs.

LAKE COLINTY ASSESSOR,

)
)
)
)

Respondent.

)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Parcel No.:

45 -12-23 -301 -00 1 .000-046

County:

Lake

Assessment Years:

2007 , 200 8, 2009, 20 I 0, 20 I

1

2012,2013,20t4

Appeals from Final Determinations of the Lake County Properfy

Tzu< Assessment

Board

of

Appeals

May 10,2018

L
1

lntroduction

In litigating the value of the subject proporty, (the "southlake outlot"), the parties,
southlake lndiana" LLC, (the oora>rpayer") and the Lake county Assessor (the
"Assessor"), retained four experts. The experts were in agreement that the Assessor
bver-assessed the Southlake Outlot by millions of dollars, but they disagreed as to how
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' much the assessments should be reduced. While the parties framed the issues in the
context of the larger debate over assessing big box stores, the Southlake Outlot is not a

typical big box property. The Southlake Outlot is a leased, income-producing property,
with little functional obsolescenoe, and the experts generally agreed that the property
should be valued under the income approach. There were flaws and weaknesses in all
,

of

the experts' opinions. Overall, the Assessor's expert presented the most persuasive

valuation through his income approach.

II.
)

Procedural History

The Taxpayer appealed the subject properfy's 2007-2014 assessments to the Lake County

Property Ta:< Assessment Board of Appeals ("PTABOA") whose final determinations did
,

not grant the fulI extent of the Tacpayer's requested reductions, The Torpayer timely

filed Form 131 petitions with the Indiana Board of Tax Review (the 'oBoard"). John J,
Thompson, designated as the Board's administrative law judge (.'AIJ"), held a hearing
on those petitions. That hearing was originally scheduled for, and partially took place on,

February 23-26,2016, in Crown Point Due to severe weather that week that oaused the
Lake County government offtces to close temporarily, the baiance of the hearing was
'rescheduled

J

and conciud.ed on December Ig

-2!, 2At6,in lndianapolis.

Four appraisers testified: sarah coers, Lawrence Mitchell, Mark Ksnney, and Dale

Kleszynski. The real estate expenses manager for Kohl's, Kendall Lees, also testified.

All were sworn under

4.

oath.

'The Taxpayer offered the following exhibits, all of which were admitted:
Petitioner's Exhibit A:
Petitioner's Exhibit B :
Petitioner's Exhibit C:

Form 131 petitions, including all attachments and
exhibits as well as courier documents,
Property record cards for the subject property,
Real Estate Appraisal Report prepared by Sara

Petitioner' s Exhibit D:

Real Estate Appraisal Review prepared by Larry

Coers,

Mitclrell,
Petitioner's Exhibit E:

The entire Uniform Standards of Professional
Appraisal Practice ("USPA1t';, 20 | 4-20 L 5 Edition,
including Guidance from the Appraisal Standards
Southlakc Indiana LLC
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Petitioner's Exhibit F:

Petitioner'

s

Exhibit G:

Petitioner's Exhibit H:

Petitioner's Exhibit I:
Petitioner's Exhibit J:
Petitioner's Exhibit K:
Petitioner's Exhibit L:

5.

The Respondent offered the following exLibits, all of which were arlmitted:
Respondent's Exhibit A:
Respondent's Exhibit B;
Respondent's Extribit C:
Respondent's Exhibit D:
Respondent's Exhibit E :
Respondent's Exhibit F:

6.

Board, USPAP Advisory Opinions, and USPAP
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ),
The entire USPAP 2016-2017 Edition, including
Guidance from the Appraisal Standards Board,
USPAP Advisory Opinions, and USPAP Frequently
Asked Questions (FAQ),
David C. Lerudroff, You Can't Get the ltalue Right
rf You Get the llights W'ong, Appraisal.lournal
(Wirrter 2009),
David C. Lennho$ Valuation of Big-Box Retailfor
Assessment Purposes: Right Ansu'er to the Wrong
Questiotz, Real Estate Issues; Volume 39,
(f.lovember 3,2014),
Richard C, Sorenson, Appraising the Appraisal,
(1ee8),
Appraisal lnstitute, TtrB AppursAl oF REAL
EsrArn, (140' Ed, 2013),
Marshall & Swift Valuation Document,
Mark Kenney Work File Docrunent; Rental
Comparable 388,

Appraisal Report prepared by Mark Kenney,
Appraisal Review Report prepared by Dale
Kleszynskio
Marshall & Swift Valuation Document,
Richard C, Sorenson, Appraising the Appraisal,
(1998),
Subrnitted Correotion to Kenney Appraisal Report,
October 25,2011 Mitchell Appraisals, Inc.
Appraisal of Subject.

The Taxpayer objected to Respondent's Exhibit E which is a correotion to page 110 of
Respondent's Exhibit A, the appraisal report prepared by Kenney. The Turpayer
objected to that last minute infoduction of the document becar.lse it presented an undue

hardship. The AIJ took the objeotion under advisement. The correction to Kenney's
original report is extremely minor in natrrre and had little effect on tle overall adjusted
value unit rate for that year. The Board admits Respondent's Exhibit E.
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During Adolay's questioning of Coers regarding an article by David Lennhoff, Coers

7

stated she had contacted

Lennhofl and Cusimano objected on the grounds of hearsay.

Adolay noted that both Lenhoff and Coers are professionals in the appraisal field, and
Coers should be able to rely upon information tbat a person would gather in the course
,

of

her professional duties in rendering her senrices. Because Coers never actually related

what Lenhoffmay or may not have said, the objection is ovemrled.

During cross-examination, Coers admitted that out of the 200 appraisals she did for tax

8

purposes in the last five years all of them had been performed for taxpayers. When asked

ifshe had done any appraisals for county

assessors,

Adolay objected on the grounds of

,relevance. The Board ovemrles the objection finding that it goes to the issue of bias.

I

During cross-examination, Coers was asksd whether certain investors "would care if they
were paying above market rates for these types of properties?" Adolay objeoted on the
grounds that the response would call for speculation, The Board furds an expert may
speculate as to the motivations of prospective buyers,

10

Duing cross-examination, Lees was asked if his employment performance reviews
consider his efforts to reduce properfy tax liabiiities. Adolay objected on the grounds that
the question fell outside of the scope of direct exarnination. Lees nonetheless answered
the question and stated that his performance reviews do not consider properly tax savings.
The Board finds that the issue is relevant to bias and appropriate during cross-

'exanination.
I

1

,

Cusimano objected to the admission of a "graphical or tabular representation" of certain
"issues" created by Mitchell relating to the comparable sales used in Kenney's report.
The document had been edited for a final time that morning, and it contained inforrnation
that likely did not origiaally appear in Mitchell's review report of the Kenney appraisal.

In their appeal managoment plan, the parties agreed to abide by the Board's procedural
rules for the exchange of evidence, The relevant procedural rule, 52 IAC 2-7-lO),
requires the parties to exchange wihress and exhibit lists fifteen business days before

a
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hearing and copies of their documentary evidence five days before the hearing,

ln light

of this provision, the Board afiirms the ALJ's exclusion of the exhibit.
12.

The record also includes the

following: (1) ali pleadings, briefs, and documents filed in

the appeals, including the parties' post hearing briefs and proposed findings of fact and
conciusions of law; (2) all orders and notices issued by the Board or oru ALJ; and (3) the
hearing tanscript.

13.

"The original assessrnen! PTABOA determination, and proposed values are as follows:

Year

Assessment

PTABOA

2007

$16,775,300

$

2008

$

16,775,300

2009

$

201 0

$

20 11

2AL2

$

I 1,600,000

Coers

1,600,000

$6,360,000

$12,500,000

$12,500,000

$6,150,000

16,775,300

$15,200,000

$

15,200,000

$5,560,000

16,775,300

$1

1,500,000

$11,500,000

$5,090,000

$16,775,300

$12,000,000

$12,000,000

$5,970,000

16,775,300

$12,700,000

$l2,70o,ooo

$6,500,000

2013

$13,700,000

$13,700,000

$13,700,000

$7,050,000

20t4

$13,700,000

$13,700,000

$13,900,000

$7,160,000

III. Findings

A.
14,

Kenney
$

1

of Fact and Conclusions of Law

Descriptlon of the Southlake Outlot and its Market

The Southlake Outlot is a7.22 acre parcel with a roughly 90,000 s/f, two-story, free,standing

retail building constructed in 1992 and ronovated in2002 and 2011. The

property is owned and oontolled by the owners of the Southlake Mall. It is an outlot of
the Southlake Mall in Menillville, which is a "super-regional mall" in the Chicago

Mekopolitan Statistical Area ("MSA"). Chicago is the nationos third largest MSA by
population. Kohl's, a discount deparknent store chain, leases the Southlake Outlot and
operates

it

as one

of its stores. It is described

as a

retail mall anchor or "shadow anchor."

'In 2013 and 2015, the mall averaged 7,6M visitors per year, and it averaged sales of $398
Southlakc Indiane LLC
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pers/f fornon-anchorspace. Pet'rEx, C at 10, 19,2J,23,46: Resp't Ex. Aatvi,48,
App.F'
15

The Southlake Outlot's street address is 1601 Southlake Mall, but the property is a comer

lot with frontage on US 30 (also known as Lincoln Highway or 81*t Sheet) and a major
cross steet, Mississippi Sbeet. The properfy has access directly from Mississippi Steet
and the Southlake

Mall entances on US 30. US 30 intersects with Interstate 65, and

Mississippi Sheet is the fust stoplight upon exiting I-65 and tuming east, Traffrc coiurts
have been reported on I-65 at 90,000 vehicles per day, and on US 30 at 60,000 vehicles
per day, Pet'r Ex, C at
16

2l;

Resp't Ex. A at 36-37.

The corner of Mississippi Steet and US 30 is an intense retail hub. It is roughly

a

mile

long and follows US 30 from the end of the I-65 exit ramp to Colorado Sheet. The

mall's anchors include Carson Pirie Scott, J.C. Penney, Macyos, and

Sears, and outlots

include Gander Mountain and an AMC theater. The crossroads includes major retailers
such as Costco, Target, Lowe's, Home Depot, Walmart Supercenter, and Sam's Club,

'and other competing retailers such as TJ Mo<x, DSW, Old Navy, and Burlington Coat

Factory. Other retailers include Officeman, Toys'R'Us, Michael's, Office Depot, Petco,
Shoe Camival, Bed Bath

& Beyond, Best Buy, Value City Furnitue, The Roomplace,

and The Guitar Center. The Southlake Outlot is one ofthree Kotrl's stores in a l0-mile

radius, which indicates the retail demand created by the mall and neighboring shopping

centers. Tr. at

17.

I 100; Resp't Ex, A at 36, 40.

The Southlake Outlot is located in a "premier retail location in the trade area" and is
expected to remain so "over the foreseeable future." The oomer lot appears more
desirable than the lots of oompeting retailers: none of them have frontage on both

Mississippi Sfeet and US 30, and all are further away from the I-65 exit. Beyond the
,retail hub at US 30 and Mississippi Steet, the land is "primarily agriculturaVundeveloped
land with some residential and industial development," To the west of I-55 is a mix

of

retail, offioe, and residentiaT, Pet'r Fr. C at 2l; Resp't Ex, A at 36, 39-40,

Southlgke Indiana LLC
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18.

1n2007, the Southlake Outlot (and mall) was owned by an affiliate of Wesffield C'roup,

'LLC,

an Australian-based intemational shopping

mall owner and developer,

Ir 2013

Westfield Group sold the SoutNake Outlot and the Southlake Mall in a transaction with
seven other malls to Starwood Capital Group.

It is owned by Starwood

as a part of its

real estate portfolio of nineteen high-quality regional malls, The market of likely buyers
includes department store operators, shopping mall owners, large retail developers, and

,investors. The Southlake Outlot "competes in the national commercial roal estate market

for investnnent-grade retail properlyl' Resp't

19.

Ex. A at 14, 67, App. B,

The Southlake Outlot does not suffer from significant fi:nctional obsolescence

as the

store's size and layout are typical. While the Southlake Outlot was originaily built as

a

Kohl's, neither expert identified any "features that the general market was unwilling to
,pay for" which night be considered "superadequacies." While there was testimony that

its two-story design was iess desirable, other testimony suggested that the two-story
design may reflect high demand and limited available laad. Pet'r Ex. C

at 81, Resp't

Ex,

A at 55.
20

Kendall Lees,

a

Kohl's executive for twelve years, testified regarding the real estate

'markets wbere Kohl's is active. He previously worked for Sears for twelve years where
he handled real estate development for regional malls. His duties included bebg

knowledgeable of the big box real estate market and the rental rates for competing anchor
stores at regional malls and competitors like Target, Walmart, K-Mart, Lowes, Home

Depot, J.C. Penney, and Macy's. lnr, 259-6A, 276,
21.

'Kohl's owns some buildings and

leases others,

It

leases a

mix of build-to-suit, reverse

build-to-suit (where Kohl's handles some of the construotion management), and preexisting buildings, The rent for most build-to-suit leases is based on a mortgage constant
applied to the cost to build plus a reasonable rate of return on the owner's invesbnent

witb flat payments over a twenty
to-suit

year

term. When Lees was asked if Kohl's, in its build-

leases, makes a "conscious decision to iacur an obligation for a rate of rent that

knows is above tbe market rate," he testified: 'No. We certainly don't want to incur

it

a rate

Soudtiake Indiana LLC
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incur a rate above market rent . . .

."

He explained that sometimes Kohl's

will ,pay

a

premium" to "create a presence in the market in the right places." He also stated that
Kohl's may tum down

a looation

with "market rent" in order to "make

a reasonable

profit

, on olu operations side.o' This indicates that Kohl's might enter into an above market lease
based on

Kohl's' business strategy, not due to the mechanics of a build-to-suit

lease.

Although oounsel suggested several times in his questioning that Kohl's leases are above
market due to being build-to-suit, Lees never expressed that opinion, Tr. at 261-67,
22

While Lees testified that build-to-suit leases are financing hansactions, he stated that
o'minimize
' Kohl's used them to
some of our borrowings." He did not testift that Kohl's
used build+o-suit leases to raise capital or to finance personal property. He also stated

that Kohl's is very "cost oonscientious" in regard to construction costs, and he was not
aware of any situations urh.ere a contactor inflated or overcharged costs to

Kohl's. Ir. cl

266-69, 276, 294.

23.

"The original build-to-suit lease for the Southlake Outlot commenced

in}}lz.

in tg92

and expired

The lease was renewedinz}Iz,

Pet'r Ex, C at 125-26.

B.

Expert Opinions

1.
24

Coers Appraisal

The Tarpayer retained Sara Coers to appraise the properfy in accordance with USPAP,
She is an lndiana certified general appraiser and designated by the Appraisal Institute as
"an

I{AI.

She is certified as a Level

II assessor/appraiser.

Coers is senior vice president

at Pillar Valuation Group, Inc,, and has significant experience appraising retail properties.

In the last five years she has completed just over 200 market value-in-use appraisals,
about half of which were &eestanding retail in nature and included a siguifioant number

of big-box properties. Tt, at 27-30; Pet'r Ex. C at ii-iii; 179.
Southla*c Indiana LIC
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25

' Coers and Lawrence Mitchell, the Tocpayer's review
appraiser, were previously
principals at Mitchell Appraisers, Inc. They jointly appraised the Souttrlake Outlot on
October 25, 201I , offering market value-in-use opinions of value for the tax years 20A7 -

2011. The Board will refer to the 2011 appraisal as the Mitchell-Coers appraisal. The
Coers appraisal nrirrors the Mitchell-Coers appraisal
. often

verbatim. Resp't Ex. F.
Coers' Market Overview and Approaches

a.

26.

in its analysis, and its language is

Coers inspected the properfy on multiple occasions. She performed a market overview
and analysis. She stated that the subject property is located in an area of growing

population with median household income above the state and national medians. She
uoted tlrat the Southlake Ouflot was affected by tbe housing market downttrm in2007,
predating a national recession that began in earnest with the collapse of the financial and

commercial real estate markets in 2008, and reaching bottom in 201 L Pet'r Ex. C at 283L

27.

,Coers

stated that market participants would give

due to the age of the

little consideration to the cost

approach

building. It particularly lacks relevance during recession and

recovery years when the value derived from the sales and income approaches best
measure extemal obsolescence. She used the cost approach primarily to develop market

rent. Sbe considered it
77. at 37-38;

28

a secondary approach that essentially set the upper

Pet'r Ex. C at

limit of value.

170.

Coers stated that the sales comparison approacb reflects what owner-users consider when

buying a properfy. She noted that her avoidance of leased-fee sales resulted in comps
that were less similar in terms of stuctrue and location. She noted that the property's

proximity to and ownership by the Soutblake Mall make it unlikely it would ever be
owned by an owner-user, as the mall ownership would want to conhol the property,

Southlake lndiana LLC
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While she afforded the sales comparison approach some consideration in her analysis,
she gave

29

..

it

less weight than her income approach. Tr.

at 37-38; Pet'r Ex. C qt 170.

Coers stated that the income approach reflects what investors and speculators consider

when buying a property. She considered the quantity and quality of data for the income
approach to be

good. She also believed her income approach is based on the best

quantify and quality of data. Tr, at 37-38; Pet'r Ex. C at 170.

b.
30.

Coers' Cost Approach

Coers developed her land value based on nine purportedly comparable sales. She applied
market condition adjustments using the Real Estate Research Corporation's ("RERC")

first-tier capitalizations. She did not make adjushnents for property rights, financing, or
oonditions of sale. She made adjustments for frontage and visibility on five of her nine
comparable land sales. She did not make adjushnents for location or economic factors.

'She made adjusb:ents for buyer expenditures using actual demolition costs or estimates
based on data from the Marshall Valuation Service

appraisal guide for estimating replaoement costs.

31.

("MVS"). MVS

Ir.

is a comprehensive

at 39-41; Pet'r Ex. C at 5I-63,

Coers valued the land as follows:

2007t $2,500,000 ($345,000 per acre)
2008: $2,530,000 ($350,000 per acre)
2009: $2,320,000 ($320,000 per acre)
201 0: $2,170,000 ($300,000 per acre)
2011: $2,900,000 ($400,000 per acre)
2012: $2,970,000 ($410,000 per acre)
201 3: $3,180,000 ($440,000 per acre)
2Ar4: $3,1 10,000 ($430,000 por acre)

Pet'r Ex, C at
32.

63.

Coers used MVS data to calculate the improvements' replaoement cost new. She applied
a oomprehensive unit method

to estimate cost in terms of dollars per unit. The base unit

oost for the building was based on the data for mall anchor stores. These are defined as
SouthJake Indima LLC
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"ttre modsrn regional anchors tlat are

a

transition between the pure discount/big box

store and the old full line departrrrent store." She seleoted the low cost base type which
she considered appropriate for the typical big box or

junior deparbent store. Tr, at 42;

Pet'r Ex, C at 64-65.

33.

Coers used the base costs multiplier for the Harnmond-Gary area. She accounted for soft
costs

of \}%which

are assosiated with items such as appraisal fees, excessive

engineering and architectural costs, and leasing commissions. She believed they

typically range from 5% to 15% of hard costs for similar projects. She accounted for

a

2011 light interior remodel and branding modifioation by resetting shortJived

depreciation for floor covering to zero beginning ir.2012, She also reset short-lived

'HVAC depreciation in 2009 to account for installation of a new HVAC system. lr. af
36, 43-44; Pet'r Ex. C at 65-BL

34.

Coers did not include a cost component for enteprencurial incentive. She reasoned that

entepreneurial incentive is not always applicable for buildings specifically constructed

for owner-users or build-to-suit tenants. She also noted it is not contemplated in the
'Indiana Real Properfy Assessment Manual and Guidelines. Because the replacement cost

of improvements with similar utility were estimated in her approach,

she did not believe

that an adjustuent for functional obsolescence was necessary. She noted the existence of
some external obsoiescence during the recession and recovery years, but she opted
against an adjustment, Pet'r Ex, C

35.

at 65-83;

Tr, at 36, 43-46.

'Coers came to the following values
ba.sed upon the cost approach:

2007: $6,510,000
2008: $6,440,000
2009: $6,930,000
201 0: $6,260,000
2AtL: $7,060,000
2412: $7,680,000
2013: $7,830,000
2AI4: $7,680,000

Pet'r Ex. C at 84-91, 169
Southiako lndians LLC
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36.

The Assessor criticized Coers' land comps because they were distant from the Southlake

Outlot and not adjacent to a similar super-regional mall. Furthermore, she did not adjust
.

for location, Coers testified thal she thought the Shererville location was "potentially
superior" despite the differences in location. Coers' Comp 1, a car dealership, sold at
$65,000 per acre, which she used in suppoft of land she valued at $345,000 per acre.
Coers did not make an inverse adjushnent for size for her much larger Comp

9. The

Assessor also emphasized that Coers' land values failed to capture the value of the
Southlake Outlot's prime location beside a mall. Resp't Post-Hearing Br, at 38-39.
c.

37,

Coers' Sales Comparison Approach

In identifying comparable sales, Coers sought only comps that were vacant at the time of
sale. This is based on her belief that leased-fee sales cannot be used to determine fee
simple value. She contended that leased fee sales are inapplicable because they represent

'motivations of income strearn and return on investment in a submarket dominated by
high quality tenants on long-term, above-market leases. For investment grade properties

like a leased Kobl's, once the property is rented, she claimed the real properly is often
sold from investor to investor and the price reflects a firnction of the lease rather than the
real estate. She focused on buyers motivated to acquire the fee simple interest to either

,occupy
93-I 24.

38,

the property or lease it at market levels. Tr. at 37-38, 46-47; Pet'r Ex. C at 49,

Coers looked for single-tenant freestanding retail briildings of at least 40,000 s/f in the

Midwest, and preferably inNorfhem lndiana. She ultimately chose nine comps. The
properties all sold for continued retail use. Five were in Indiana (Bloomi:rg1on, Fort
,Wayne, Indianapolis, and South Bend), tlree were in Ohio (DubliA Akron, and
Columbus), and one was in Illinois (Crystal Lake). The sizes ranged from 81,668 s/f to
225,000 s/f. They included fornrer Wdmart and K-Mart stores. Some buyers were
owner-oocupants, such as I.C. Penney and Kohl's, while others were investors, The sale
dates ranged from 2003 to 2014. The prices ranged from $5.13 per s/f to $69.63 per s/f.

Tr, at 1023; Pet'r Ex. C at 93-112.
Southlake Indiam LLC
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39.

Coers adjusted ber oomps for market conditions to reflect differences related to inflation

or deflation, changes in income tax laws, or changes in supply and demand. She
measured market conditions by analyzing capitzlization rates for Midwestern

properties from The Real Estate Report, a publication of RERC

.

Tier-l retail

Tr, at 47; Pet'r Ex. C at

I 23-24,

40

Coers adjusted for physical condition based on a forby year eoonomic life and a

presumption of 60% of the overall properfy value attributed to the building. She
considered adjustnents for location based on a combinatiou of Uafiic exposure,

proximity to major retail nodes or major bavel corridors, access, population, household
income, and surrounding development. But in the final analysis, only three of her comps
received a location adjusfrnent, each at 10%. She made no adjustrnents for property

rights, frnancing, conditions of sale, buyer expenditures, or economic factors, Tr. at 48;
Pet'r Ex, C at 123-24.

4l

Coers selected a price per s/f at the high end of her adjusted comps and valued the

property as follows:
2047: $4,070,000
$4,970,000
2009: $4,970,000
2010: $4,520,000
zAIt: $4,g7o,ooo
20t2: $5,420,000
2013: $5,970,000
2Al4: $5,870,000
2008:

Pet'r
42

Ex. C at 24.

The Assessor criticized Coers for excluding leased-fee sales, Coers admitted leased-fee
sales could be used as comps

ifproperly adjusted but

she claimed that adjustuients

would be too difficult. The Assessor noted that Kenney, Mitchell, and Kleszynski
testified that leased-fee comps were used without oontroversy in valuing the fee simple
interest in other income-producing properties like apartments and office buildings. It was

Southlako lndians LLC
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unclear why leased*fee comps should be excluded in valuing big box stores but not other

properties. Tr. at 172-73, 398, 694, 1306; Resp't Post-Hearing Br, at 41.
The Assessor noted that the Coers appraisal had significant inconsistencies with the

43

Mitchell-Coers appraisal. In multiple instances, Coers adjusted her comps differently in
the two reports. Comps

with adjusbnents

as

high as 59% inthe Mitchell-Coers appraisal

had 0% adjustments in the Coers appraisal. In explaining the discrepancy, she stated that
she was "using a

different methodology" and that she had "refined" her understanding,

However, the explanations of methodolory in the Coers and Mitohell-Coers appraisals
reveaied no differences in methodology or understanding. Tr. at 177-78; Resp't Post-

Hearing Br, qt 4I-45.

44.

The Assessor noted that Coers made no size adjustnent to reflect the inverse relation
.

size to unit price for a building twise as large as the Southlake

of

Outlot. Other comps

appeared to have been subdivided and put to multi-tenart use, in oonJiict with her single-

tenant selection criteria, Coers made very few adjustments at

aii.

The Assessor noted

that Coers was vague or ignorant in regard to specific knowledge of market exposure,
demographics, post-purchase renovations, and deed restictions. For eight valuation
dates across eight years, Coers only identified nine comps. This reflected either the
"

shallowness of her investigation or fhe lirnitations resulting from Coers' refusal to either
use or adjust leased-fee sales. ?'r. at 177-85; Resp't Post-Hearing Br, at 4l-45.

45

The Assessor noted that Comp 6 is the former Macy's at the Washington Square Mall in

indianapoiis. It sold for only $5 per s/f and yet Coers found it relevant in valuing the
Southlake Outlot at $45-$65 per s/f. A property nine times below the Southlake Outlot's

'value is not very comparable. It stained credibility to accept that Comp 6 was relevant
and easily adjusted, but a more similar leased-fee sale was

not.

Based on demographics

and median household income, Coers believed that Washington Square Mall was very

similar to the Southlake Outlot looation. This reflected how misleading some indicators
of comparable looation could be.

Ir. at 196-97; Resp't Post-Hearing Br, at 4I-45,
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The Assessor noted that Coers chose valuations at the very high end of her range

46

of

adjusted comps, and typically only one of the comps for each year came near her
concluded values. Coers' valuation seemed to reflect a conclusion that her comps were

not very comparable, and she more or less chose a number she believed was reasonable
based on her knowledge and experience,

ln other words, her comparable

sales approach

was too conclusory in nature to be crbdible. Resp't Post-Hearing Br, at 47.

d.
47.

Coers' Income Approach

Coers' income approach was shongly influenced by her belief that build-to-suit leases do
"

not reflect market rent. She supported this belief primarily on her legal interpretation of
case law from Wisconsin, Kansas, and lndiana, She also relied on an article by an

appraiser, David Lennhoff, published in the Appraisal Journal in 2009. ln hertestimony,
she stated that she reviewed many build-to-suit leases and had disoussions with the

parties who negotiate and execute them, and concluded that build-to-suit leases: (1) are
.

not exposed to the market @) may be based on costs that are intended to be high to
prevent the developer from cost ovemrns, (3) often include above market profit, and (a)
may include fixtures, furniture, and equipment ("hrrnkey" items) and (5) may also

include specialized features that equate to functionally obsolete superadequacies. They
are also essentially financing mecbanisms. Tr, at 50-51, 58, 99,

II4; Pet'r Ex, C at 126-

27.

48.

Mush of Coerso concem with build-to-suit leases reflected ber personal knowledge and
experience regarding how contractors exploit build-to-suit lease arrangements for above-

rnarket oharges, She premised this on the fact that relationships often exist between
retailers and their preferred developers, and as a result, the retailers will pay for exactly
what they want delivered. With prefened developers, there is no public bidding process
and costs might not reflect the market. Moreover, she posited that build-to-suit leases are

typically negotiated before constuction begins, and their appurtonant rates often include
a considerable allowance for protection to guard against overruns, She claimed to have
been exposed to weli over a hundred build-to-suit leases in Indian4 and it was not
SoutNake Indiana LLC
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uncommon for there to be deviations of 30%-75% above market rent due to the

contractors'charges. W, at 5l-52, 1034-38,
49

Coers emphasized that even with her concenu, sho did not altogether ignore build-to-suit
transaotions in her analysis. She claimed that her exclusion of several build-to-suit leases
came from "a, great deal of analysis as opposed to none at

all."

She claimed she only

disregarded those traruactions if rental rates did not coincide with the market, or

"could

if

she

not confimt that the parties were motivated by ordinary market terms. I{owever,

because this market was "dominated by built+o-suit rental rates," she noted the limited

availability of comparable lease data. T?, at 50-56; 1037-38,

50.

Coers considered three mefhods to determine market rent: extacted market rent, costbased rent, and rent as a percentage of gross sales. For her market extraction method, she

,looked at leases in place for two similar Koh-l's locations. She considered these leases
less relevant because of the dates they wele executed and the fact that they were build-to-

suit. She looked
exposed to the

at fourteen other leases that were negotiated at arm's-length and

market

She noted an average rental rate

of $5.00 per s/f, but she did not

establish which leases were applicable to each year nor offer a rental rate for each year.
Tr, at
51,

5I; Pet'r Ex, C at 128.

To calculate rent based on cos! Coers applied a rate of return to the depreciated

replacement costs (to account for the age and condition of the building) based on her
analysis under the cost approach. Sho chose her rate of rehun based on market suryeys,

typical retum rates reported by developers, and her own experienoe and judgmenl. Tr, at

5l-53; Pet'r Ex, C at 127-39,

52.

Finally, Coers calculated rent using a percentage of gross sales. She examined retail
sales from the Census Bureau and from DoIIars

& Cents of Shopping Centers/The

SCOKE ("DoIIars and Cents") which is an industry publication reporting national data
that was last issued in 2008. She used Ceusus Bureau and Kohlos data to hend the
numbers to the years on appeal. She considered the Kohl's public financial data as a

"proxy for the market" and noted that it mirrored the direction of discount deparhnent
Soufiake Indimr LLC
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stores generally, She then applied those retail sales to the range of percentage clause

rents from Dollars and Cents (1.5% ta 3% of sales), which she found to be fairly

common, Given Lake County's median household income ranking in lndiana, Coers
placed the properfy between the middle and upper ranges presented. Tr,

at

53-57; Pet'r

Ex. C dt 139-45.
Despite the absence of data as to the Southlake Outlot's total rent, Coers concluded its

53

conhact rent was below the market rate. Her values reflected the fact that she considered
the property a less-desirable two-story structure. Nonetheless, based on all tfuee of the

techniques she employed, Coers arrived at market rent rates mngurg from $5.75 per sif to
$7,00 per s/f over the years on appeal. Tr.

54,

at 57-58; Pet'r

Ex, C at 144-45.

Sbe next considered expenses, whioh included accounting for expense reimbursement

under market lease terms (where the tenant would reimburse or directly pay its shares

of

taxes and insutance, while management, adminishative, and reserye experlses would be
,

tho responsibility of the ownership). She used CoStar, a publisher of real estate market
data, to determine the most applicable market vacarcy rate, with the intention of staying
as close as possible to the subject property

in order to reflect retail performance in the

relevant area. A.fter applying a fypical 0.5% collection loss, she estimated vacancy and
oollection losses as follows:
2007:
2008:
2009:
2010:

4.8%
2.8%

8s%

5.0%
3.1%
20t2: 8.7%
20t3: 7.6%
2014: 5.8%
20r1.:

'Tr, at 58-59; Pet'r Ex, C at 144-46,
55

Coers based her expenses on data from the Institute for Real Estate Management's

C'IREM") Income/Expense Analysis: Shopping Centers for 20A7-2015 (2006-2014 data),
which provides data for neighborhood and oomrnunity retail. She used a $0.15 per s/f for
Soutlilakc IndionB LLC
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.

insurance expense, $0.75 per s/f for common area maintenance expense, and a 50/o
management fee. Utility, Janitorial, and maintenance and repair expenses were presumed
paid by the tenant and excluded.

Ir. at 59-62; Pet'r

Ex, C at 147-50,

Coers also considered a replacement reserye, Based on the RERC Investor Survey, the

56

majority of surveyed investors preferred
.

a

capitalization before reserves for all years

except 2012. She added a reserye of $0.50 per s/f for 20L2, Tr, at 6l-62; Pet'r Ex, C at
149-50.

57

Coers offered pro forma net operating statements for the years at issue and her concluded
net operating income ranged from $4.88 per s/f to $6.09 per

s/f. Tr, at 62-63; Pet'r Ex, C

at 150-59.
58

In selecting a capitzltzation rate, Coors reviewed RERC market slweys for neighborhood
community retail and power center retail for both the Midwest and Chicago region, and
free-standing national capitalization rates fiom Realtyrates.com. She stated that the
exhacted rates included sales to real estate investment trustso tenant-in-cornmon
hansactions, as well as Section 1031 exchanges which can result in buyers paying

'premiums of 15%-20% due to atypical buyer motivations. Tr. qt 63-64; Pet'r Ex. C at
I 60-65.

59,

Ultimately, Coers selected capitalization rates as follows:
2007: 7.4%
2008: 75%
2049: 8.0%
2At0: 8.5%
ZALL: 8.5%
2012: 7,0%
2013: 7.5%

20r4: 7s%

Pet'r Ex. C at 166-167.
50

Coers loaded her rates with the landlord's share of the effective tax rate and arrived at the

following values under the income approachr
Southlake Indirna LLC
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2007: $6,460,000
2008: $6,240,000
2009: $5,350,000
2010r $5,090,000
2011: $5,970,000
2012: $6,500,000
2013: $7,o5o,ooo
2014: $7,160,000

Tr, at 64-65; Pet'r Ex, C at 165-70.
61

.

The Assessor noted that Coers did not adjust any of her leases for her market extraction

' analysis.

She admitted that she only reviewed four of the leases, and relied on summary

sheets from other appraisers for the remainder, Data on another lease oame from a broker

who she described as "a little cagey" in his discussion of the lease. Only tluee of the
oomps were for deparknent stores, some werg grocery stores, and none were near a super-

regional mall,

62.

Ir,

at 225-27; Resp't Post-Hearing Br. at 48.

' The Assessor criticized Coers' reliance on a month-to-month lease for

a fireworks store

that occupied a former furnitrue store "until it was tom down," It stained credibility to

find that a month-to-month lease for a fly-by-night fireworls store would

be more

susceptible to adjustment for the Southlake Outlot than a build-to-suit lease at a nearby

power center. As witl Coers' sales comps, her conclusions of market rent were at the
, high end of her lease comps, and suggested that her comps were not very oomparable.

Tr. at 228-29; Resp't Post-Hearing Br, at 4B-49.
The Assessor noted that Coers' three approaches to naarket rent resulted in

63

of possibilities. Coers did not relate

e range

a

broad range

of rent to each market year under her maxket

extaction approac[ but the leases ranged &om $1.99 per s/f to $8,50 per s/f. Her cost, based rent estimates ranged

from $4,85 per s/f to $7.80 per s/f. Her peroentage sales rent

estimates ranged from $2.93 per s/f to $6.60 per

'

s/f. Coers provided little

explanation as

to how she settled on her actual numbers for market rent. The Assessor also noted that
Coers' income capitalization analysis included sales of an l{H Gregg in Merrillville, and

two Best Buys in Richmond and Indianapolis, with reported net operating inoome of
$11.S1 per s/f, $11.91 per s/f, and $12.44 per s/f. It was reasonable to consider whether
Southlake Indiano LLC
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this should have caused Coers to reconsider her comps. Resp't Post-Hearing Br, at 5l52,

e.
64

Coerst Reconciliation

Coers gave the cost approach little weight due to tbe age of the building and its

'irrelevanoe to most market participants. She gave the sales comparison method less
consideration because the proximity to the mall made it less likely to ever be owneroccupied, as the mall ownership would likely want to controi the property. She
considered the data used in her income approach to be of the best quantity and quality,
and the most representative of how market participants would view the subject properfy

Tr. at 66; Pelr Ex, C at 170.
6s

After hending some of the years on appeal pwsuant to statute, Coers reconoiled the
values as follows:

2007: $6,360,000
2008:

$6,150,000

2AA9: $5,560,000

2010: $5,090,000
20n: $5,970,000
2012: $6,500,000
2013: $7,050,000
2014: $7,160,000

Pet'r Ex.

I

2.
66

at 173-74.

Kleszynski's Review Appraisal

Dale Kleszynski reviewed Coers' appraisal. Kles4mski has designations as an MAI and
SRA and is a certified general appraiser licensed in Indian4 Illinois, and Michigan, He
has approximately forly years of appraising experience. He has taught numerous

appraisal and USPAP oourses and served as part of the development team that authored
'courses for the Appraisal lnstitute. He has served as a qualified instructor for the

Appraisal lnstitute and is a certified USPAP instruotor for the Appraisal Foundation,

lr,

at 829-30, 941-42; Resp't Ex. B at 38-39,
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67.

Kleszynski conducted a technical desk review of Coers' appraisal in accordance with
Standard 3 of USPAP. The review involved an analysis of the appraisal in order to fonn

. an opinion about the completeness of the work, the apparent adequacy and relevance of
the data and adjustments, the appropriateness of the methods and techniques, and the
overall analyses and conclusions rendered. In addition to the review, Kleszynski also
offered opinions of value as a test of the reasonableness of Coers' conclusions. Tr. at
986, Resp't Ex. at
68

-

l.

Kleszynski disagreed with Coers as to the meaning of "similar user" as contempiated in
Indiana's definition of "market value-in-use." He interpreted it to require a comparison

of users of "similar economic shengflr" or "similar profi1e." A similar user would
include "equal combatants" of a Kohl's and those in the "top tier" of retail. He
considered the Southlake Outlot as a "built-to-suit, anchor type store that's located in a

regional mall," and intended for the sale of retail products without any significant

limitation, Tr. at 948-56.
69

Kles4mski suggested that Coers knew "the improvements were built-to-suit for Kohl's"
and that "the property has always been and remains occupied by Kohl's," but that she
skewed her oonclusions by evaluating the subject "as something it is not." He faulted

the Coers appraisal for including "no discussion or reference to the differenoes between
generic retail applications and

tle property

as designed for use and occupancy by

Kohl's

Departnnent Stores." In this regard, Kleszynski argued that fwo properties cannot be
comparable if their likely users are not of "similar shengttr." Tr, at 956-57, 980; Resp't

Ex. B at
70

ll,

j'3.

,Kleszynki stated that Coers' opinion failed to caphre the value of the property's
proximity to Southlake Mall and mischaracterized its physical and economic atfibutes.
Coors' decision to ignore leased-fee and build-to-suit properties resulted in comparisons

to inferior properties without proper adjustment. He argued that tbere was no possibility
that if Kohlos moved out of the Southlake Outlot that the owners would sell or lease it to
an occupant like Krarry Kaplan's, The Southlake Outlot was constnrcted as a Kohl's and
Southlake Indisna LLC
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'Coers' sales comps 3 and 5 were originally built as Wal-Marts, which Kleszynki stated
were both inferior in construction and inferior in location. He believed Coers appraised
the properly as though

it were inferior in

design and location, and her conclusions were

not reasonable. Tr. at 850-907; Resp't Ex. B at 10, 17; Resp't Post-Hearing Br, at 56J8.
7T,

Klesrynski's cost approach diflered from Coers in his selections of comps for land value
and

his selection of cost schedules. His valuation also included adjustnents for

entrepreneurial

2007:
2008:
2009t
2010:

profit. His valuations

under the cost approach were:

$11,020,000
$11,285,000
$1o,9oo,ooo
$11,015,000

$1i,300,000
2012: $11,885,000
20t3: $12,265,000
2At4: $12,175,000

201 1:

Resp't Ex. B at I9-2L
72

Kleszynski's sales comparison approach differed from Coers due to his inclusion of
leased-fee sales. He looked to 37 sales of Kohl's stores from 2007-2015. He also

examined 178 other sales involving similar properties with sale dates ranging from 2003
through 2015. When only sales in the Midwest were considered, there were 44
transactions with prices rangmg from $775,000 to $30,000,000. The average sales price
"was $130 per s/f compared to Coers'range of $50-$60 per

s/f. His valuations

under the

sales comparison approach were:

2007: $10,800,000
2008: $11,025,000
2009: $10,120,000
20102 $1o,8oo,oo0
201 1: $11,385,000
2012: $11,385,000
2013: $11,750,000
2014: $11,750,000
Southlake ladiona LLC
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T?. at 908-12; Resp't Ex. 6 at 22-24,
73

Kleszynski's income approach differed from Coers' approach due to his inclusion of
build-to-suit leases. His estimate of market rent was substantialiy higher than Coers'
estimate. He also chose a vacancy rate more typical of big box, build-to-suit, and
departrnent store proporties. He valued the properfy under the inoome approach

as

follows:
2407: $10,710,000
2008: $10,880,000
2009: $10,110,000
2010: $10,575,000
20i 1: $11,500,000
20t2: $1 1,200,000

20t3:
20r4.

$1 1,470,000
$1 1,735,000

Tr, at 930; Resp't Ex, C at 29-30.

74,

Based on his analysis, Kles4mski came to these overall conclusions of value:

2007:

$

2008:

$

10,800,000
I 1,000,000

2009t $1o,15o,ooo
2010: $10,800,000
20tt $11,400,000
2012: $11,400,000
2013: $11,750,000
20t4: $11,750,000
Resp't Ex. C at 3i,.
75

The Tarpayer criticized Kleszynski for failing to take steps to enslue the lease rates he
employed were not valuing contractual or other non-real properfy rights. He also did not
disclose the lease comps from which he derived his market rent, Tr. at 987-88, 1056-57,
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76,

Kenney't Appraisal

The Assessor engaged Mark Kenney of American Valuation Group,lnc, to appraise t}e
properfy in acoordance with USPAP. He holds designations as an MAI and SRPA from
.the Appraisal lnstitute and MRICS from the Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors. He
is a sertified general appraiser in Pennsylvanig New Jersey, New York, Virginia" and
Iowa, and was also issued a temporary Indiana permit. He has significant experience
appraising shopping centers, shopping malls, mega-malls, departrnent stores, retail stores,
and big box stores. Tr. at 298-99; Resp't Ex. A at App. M,
a.

Kenneyts Reserrch and Overview

Kenney performed an area analysis. He believed the property's looation adjacent to

77

Southlake Mall, a super-regional mall, has a significant impact on value. Kenney
contended that the property is looated in tbe premier retail location in the tade area and

will
"

be an excellent location for retail use over the foreseeable futrue. He fi:rther

contended that the Southlake Outlot is situated on the best corner of the entire mall

properfy. Resp't Ex, A at 39,
78.

Kenney stated that leased-fee sales are the most relevant comparable sales for appraising
and assessing the Souttrlake Outlot in accordance with his highest and best use

conclusion. He testified that adjusting build-to-suit lease rates to market levels is a
"simple process of equalizing the rate of one buildto-suit lease with the universe of other

build-to-suit leases. He exercised caution to determine whether the rates were too high or
too low by comparison, even if those rates included contactual consideration paid by the
lessee for items such as financing, Tr. at 773-77; Resp't Ex. A at 14,
79

Kenney stated in his report that his highest and best use conclusion was speoific to the
'Southlake Outlol as opposed to a general retail or commercial use which is often utilized
when dark store comparables are relied upon in the sales comparison approach. He
agreed with the position that a property does not need to be vacant and available to be
leased to obtain a fee simple value as long as the

fuli bundle of rights is inoluded. The
Southlake Indiana LLC
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rationale of requiring a property to be vacant and available to be leased (i.e. "dark"), is

primarily based on the premise that a properry should be unenoumbered. But the reason
why a property is vacant must also be considered, as it may suggest that something
adverse occurred. Adverse conditions affecting a dark sale comp,

if not present in the

subject properfy, should be considered in the valuation. Resp't Ex, A at 62, App. H.

b.
80

Kenney's Cost Approach

'Kenney chose six sales located near the Southlake Mall

il

developing his land value.

Because some portions of the mall area were originally developed decades ago, land sales

that firlly account for the proximity to the mall were diffioult to find. What remained in
the years on appeal consisted of properties that were significantly smaller than the

Southlake Outlot. Though not included in his report, he also testified regarding the sale
,

of a property nearby that was developed into an Ashley Home Furnishing store, He used
a qualitative analysis to arrive at the

following values for the land:

2007: $4,300,000 ($600,000 per acre)
2008: $4,700,000 ($650,000 per acre)
2009r $4,300,000 ($600,000 per acre)
2010: $4,500,000 ($620,000 per acre)
201 1: $4,600,000 ($640,000 per acre)
2012: $4,800,000 ($660,000 per acre)
2013: $4,900,000 ($680,000 per acre)
2414: $4,900,000 ($680,000 per acre)
Resp't Ex.
81.

at

185-86,

Kenney used MVS to estimate the building's cost. He applied the base scale for "Mall

'Anchor Store," "Class C, Good." The "good" construction quality was selected because

it incorporates feahues such as ceramic tile finish that

are not ilcluded in the categories

of "average" or "low." He arrived at estimated hard costs of around $10,000,000 for each

year. Soft oosts, contractor, arohitectural, engineering, and other legal and compiiance
fees, were applied at 70Yo He also included 25Yo for entrepreneurial profit based on the

potential for profit in the luorative development of a discount department store.
Depreciation ranged from 30-45% in any given year and, becatxe of the finsncial crisis,
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he applied a one-time 10%o economic obsolescence adjustment for 2009, Resp't Ex. A at

t92-99.

82,

Kenney came to the foliowing values based upon the cost approach:
2007: $12,700,000
2008r $13,100,000
20a9: $11,700,000
2010: $12,900,000
201 1: $13,100,000
20t2: $14,800,000
2013: $14,900,000
2014: $ 15,000,000
Resp't Ex, A

at

191.

c.
83

Kenneyts Sales Comparison Approach

Kenney's sales comps were mostly leased-fee. He explained that a property leased at
market rent represents a fee simple sale because t}re contact value does not add or debact

from the sale price, He noted that most of the sales of comparable properties were
leased-fee sales, and conversely, fee simple sales that were vaoant often sell dwing
adverse periods for the owner, or at a location that has become no longer

viable. He

argued that the Southlake Outlot should not be compared to just any big box store located

anywhore just because it was vacant when it sold. Moreover, the investrnent grade
'properties that are most comparable to the Southlake Outlot typically sell with leases in

place. Consequently, he argued that sales of properties leased at market rent should be
considered the most relevant sales data. However, he also considered vasant properties

in his analysis.

84"

Ir,

at 342,

Kenney identified the sales of 36 properties from aroutrd the country in his sales
'comparison analysis. For:r of the sales were in lndiana (Lake, Clark, and Marion
oounties). He identified sales comps from a wide geographic range because the
Southlake Outlot exists in a national investment market. Adjustnents were made for
each year for ownership interest, market conditions, location, building size, age and
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condition, construction quality, access and visibility, parking, present use and proposed
' use, economic characteristics, and building coverage

ratio.

T?,

at 789; Resp't Ex. A at

69-97,98-1j,3.

85'

Kenney applied upward adjustments to fee simple properties because they wore vacant
andn thus,

worth less tlan an occupied building. He applied upward adjustments of

5o/o

or

I0% to account for some of his leased-fee comps, but he applied no adjustment to comps
'he believed were Ieased at market rates. While he was unclear about his familiaxity with
the leases, he explained that he knew many of the leases were at market rates simply
because "they were brand new leases." Tl,
86.

at 778-79;

TB4-85.

In light of these considerations, Kenney came to tbe following values based upon the
sales oomparison approach:

2007: $12,900,000
2008: $12,900,000
2009: $11,900,000
20ta $10,500,000
2011: $11,400,000
2At2: $12,800,000
20t3: $14,100,000
2014: $14,600,000
Resp't Ex. A at 99-l13.
87,

The Tolpayer argued that Kenney's adjustnents were careless, inconsistent, or

ir

error

For example, Kenney used the same property for Comps 29 and 44,bur applied a l0%
upward adjrxhent for 20t2 and a 5Yo upward adjustnent for 2013. ln other instances,
he applied diflerent locatiorr and size adustrnents for identical properties in different

years. Tr, at 796-97; Resp't Ex, A at 86-1i,0.
88.

The Taxpayer argued that the fundamental flaw in Kenney's sales comparison approach
was that Kenney did not review the lease terms of his leased-fee sales, and thus could not

know if the sales were fee simple. Similarly, the Taxpayer argued that Kenney's belief
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that occupied properties are per se more valuable than vacant buildings is not supported
by case law or appraisal theory,

d.
89

Kenney's Income Approach

Kenney's income approach differed from Coers' due to his inclusion of build-to-suit
leases, He also looked nationally to identifu comparable leases. For each year, he listed
the leases he identified as most relevant, and included information regarding size, rent,
lease date, lease termn a sunmary of the location, and aggregated data, His estimated

.market rent ranged from $9.00 per s/f to $10.50 per s/f. Resp't Ex, A at I I6-31,
90

Kenney estimated vacancy and collection losses. He noted that the market was
characterized by very low vacancy and the Southlake Outlot

ha^s

been 100% occupied

since its construction. He also reviewed the PwClKorpacz Real Estate Investor Survey

which indicated rates of vacancy betwe en 4Yo and 7o/o. As

a resuit, he conclude d to a 4Yo

.vacancy and 1% collection loss. .Resp't Ex. A at 134.
91

Kenney estimated expenses by taking a $2.50 per sqwre foot expense rate multiplied by
5% of the building area based on IREM income and expense data. He applied
management fee expenses of 2.5%o to 4.5o/o based on what was typical in his experience,
and in line with the PwClKorpacz Real Estate Investor Survey for power centers, Based

'on his conclusions, he calculated net operating income that ranged from $9,00 per s/f to
$9.59 per
92

s/f. Resp't Ex. A at 135-44.

Kenney reviewed multiple sources of data to determine capitalization rates for the

subject. I{e started with

a band

of invesfinent technique which considers o mortgage

lender's return on a loan and the investor's return on the equity invested in property. He
.reviewed data from the American Council of Life Insurance for all loans and investor
surveys of capitalization rates from the PwClKorpacz Real Estate Investor Surttey, He
also reviewed the RERC survey of capitalization rates. This survey included 1st Tier

Chicago retail and lst Tier Midwest properties and had similar ranges. Finally he looked
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at the capitalization rates calculated from comparable sales. His capitalization rates

ranged from 6.5/o lo 7 ,5%. Resp't Ex. A at I45-79.
93

After loading the capitalization rates, Kenney came to the following values based upon
the income approach:

2007:

$

I 1,700,000

2008:

$11,800,000
2049: $1o,90o,ooo
2010: $12,100,000
20tt: $12,100,000

2012: $ 1 1,000,000
2013: $12,300,000
2014. $13,000,000
Resp't Ex. A at 177-79,
e

94

Kenneyos Reconciliation

In his final valuations, Kenney relied rnost heavily on the sales comparison and income
approaches, and to a lesssr degree on the cost approach. He valued the property

as

follows:
2007
2008:

$11,600,000
$12,500,000

2009: $l5,200,000
2010: $1 1,500,000
201r: $12,000,000
2012: $12,700,000
2013: $i3,700,000
2014: $13,900,000
Resp't Ex. A at 201-5,

4.
9s

Mitchellts and Coerst Reviews of Kenncyts Appraisal

The Torpayer engaged Lawrence Mitchell of Valbridge Property Advisors to review
Kenneyos appraisal, He is designated as an lvlAl and licensed as a certified general
appraiser in Indiana" Ohio, and

lllinois. He is also a Level IIi certified

assessor-appraiser
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and a licensed broker in Indiana. He has over 20 years of experience and perforrned

market value-in-use appraisals over 400 times. He estimated that in the last five years he
appraised around 80 big-box retail properties.
96

Ir, at I 123-25;

Pet'r Ex, D at 25.

Mitchell believed that lndiana's market value-in-us. stutd*d is so entkely unique and

difficult to apply that excellent appraisers would have difficulty applying the standard
correctly, Mitchell questioned Kenney's competence due to his few assignments in
Indiana. He stated that he was aware of many situations in which competent appraisers
witb limited lndiana experience have arrived at the wrong conclusion because the
appraiser valued tbe property like "98% of the rest of the appraisal population would."

Tr, at 1l25-36; Pet'r Ex, D at 5-6,
97

Mitchell cited six specific USPAP oompetency concerns, nearly all of which related to
Mitchell's presumption that Kenney misunderstood the meaning of market value-in-use.
He also stated eight concerns related to oarelessness:

(1) There are a material number of different adjustments applied to the same
comparable and other inconsistent adjushrents in the sales comparison
analysis.

(2) The use of the term 'omarket value" rather than "market value-in-use"
tlrroughout the report.

(3) The

with different uses either prior to or after
applicable
for a market value-in-use analysis.
the sale which are uot
use of several comparables

(4) The lack of the deduction of items considered personal property for
assessments in Indiana

(5) The lack of any rent comparables for 2014.

(6) The report emphasizes that the conclusion from the highest use analysis
is oritical to establish the basis for the comparables selected and the
valuation applied. However, a material number ofthe comparables used
had different uses than the subjeot's higbest and best use conclusion,

(7) Some of the land sale comparables used

are not

in faot comparable.
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(8) The lack of material discussion regarding the impact to value, if any, of
tbe subj ect's two-story configuration.
He also faulted Kenney for his use of post-valuation date sales comps. Tr, at I 16a-61 ;

Pet'r Ex. D at
98

7.

Mitohell complained of other'Non-USPAP Related Report Dehciencies," including
"plagiarized namative." But his biggest issue concerned the use of leased-fee sales in
determining a fee simple value. T?. st 1162-75; Pet'r Ex. D at 8-9,

99

Mitchell stated that it is only acceptable to use leased-fee sales to value market value-in'use of the fee simple interest if the lease rates and terms of comparable sales are truly at
market levels at the time of sale. He offered his legal interpretation of Indiana case law

in support. Mitchell believed that the Kenney report lacked analysis, discussion, or data
to support a conclusion that the leased-fee sales refleoted market values. Tr. at 1166-67;

Pet'r Ex. D at

8.

100. ' Coers similarly testified that Kenney, and also Kles4mski,
Kohl's or other usels sf '(similar economic shength.

errod in their "fixation" on

She believed Klesrynski was

'ofocused on tbe user instead of the use" while she saw the subject as a retail building that
happens to be occupied by Kohlos. Tr. at 1023-24, 1041-42.

101.

Mtchell

repeated statements from the Coers and Mitch'ell-Coers appraisals that reference

'guidance from the Board and Indiana Tax Court on the beatuent of build-to-suit leases or
sale-leasebacks. He argued that build-to-suit leases might not be at market levels due to
furancing, tenant qualrty, at5pioal motivations, tenant specific superadequacies, and
personal properfy conveyed to make

a

properfy 'oflunkey" in accordance with the tenant's

preferences. Tr. at 1168-72.

102. 'Mitchell

claimed that he confirnred that each of Kenney's selected Kohl's sales comps

were leased-fee with build-to-suit leases used as financing hansaotions. 11s glaimed that

Kenney did not sufficiently analyze any of the leases in place with regard to these
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tansactions, and therefore, they must all be excluded as not reliable indicators of fee
simple sales, ZP, at I190; Pet'r Ex. D at 10-l

103.

Mitcheli faulted Kenney's

l.

sales comps for including

multiple tenant properties, a movie

theater, and buildings as small as 20,000 s/f. He also faulted Kenney's adjustnents to his

various sales comps as inconsistent or unsupported, Pet'r Ex. D at 1l-13; Tr, at

lI9l-

I 209,

104. -Though Kenney's market extraction analysis was significantly

more detailed than the

Coers or Mitchell-Coers appraisals, Mitchell oritioized Kenney's appraisal for failing to
discuss rate adjustments for smaller comps, the inverse relationship between square
footage and rental rate, or adjustments for leases differing materially from the subjeot's

triple-netlease. Zr. at 1202-8,

105. 'Mitchell questioned the credibility

of Kenney's vacancy and collection loss conolusions

and his reliance on power center and nationai data. Coers took

it upon herself to review

Kenney's vacancy and collection loss conclusions. A result, sbe was not confident that
Kenney's vacancy and collection rates acourately reflected naturally ooouning supply and
demand fluctuations in the relevant market over the years at issue, Tr, at 1094-95, 1232-

,34;

106.

Pet'r Ex, D at

14,,

Coers and Mitchell both doubted the credibility of Kenney's capitalization rate
oonclusions and his band of inveshnent technique. Coers testified that it was hard to teli

how investment rates at tbe time related to the risk in the market. ln particular, his 2010
selected a capitalization of

6.7

o/o

was well below his sales comparison range of 7 5% lo

8.5%, Tr. at 1094-98; Pet'r Ex. D at 15-16,

I07,

As for the cost approach, Mitchell had not originally questioned Kenney's base costs.
Apparently after listening to Coers' testimony, Mitchell determined that Kenney applied
the wrong cost scale. Coers testified that Konney's cost valuation was similar to teating

the Southlake Outlot like

a

high-end departnrent store such as a Nordstom or Neiman

JVlarcus rather than a big-box discount departrnent store. Her most detaiied and forceful
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respoilres to criticisms were in defense of her selection of cost categories, where she
spent considerable time hashing through the appraisals, parsing the cost schedules, and

even looking to actual renovation costs at the Southlake Outlot. Tr, at 1072-86.

108.

'Coers also took substantial pains to review Kenney's calpulations with regard to
comparable land sales. Under her analysis, Kenney should have used a sirnple average
that would have resulted in $484,232

pu

acre or a weighted average that would have

resulted ix $353,507 per acre. She oriticized the sizo range of comps as unreasonable

substitutes, She also cited the distortion that results from the inverse relationship
,between

land size and unit price, Mitchell also believed Kenney ened in his selection of

landcompsbecausetheirusedidnotmatchtheSouthlakeOutlot. Tr. at 106l-70,

Ill7,

1246^50; Resp't, Ex A at 180-81; Pet'r Ex. D at I6-17.

i09.

Finally, while both Kenney and Kles4mski applied entrepreneurial profit factors of 20%
and2lo/o respectively under their cost approaches, Coers did not believe that such

MVS already
,enhepreneurial profit should be considered. She further contended that
builds in a developer profit, which is not related to the developer risk that entrepreneurial

profit is meant to capture. Mitchell echoed those sentiments. Ir. at 108I-86, 1250-53;
Pet'r Ex. D at 17.

110,

On oross exa:nination, Mitohell conceded that some of the deficiencies he noted in

,Kenney's appraisal were also found in Mitchell-Coers appraisal, and there were errors in
his review appraisal. One of these errors was his belief that the Indianapolis Kohl's comp
was a mall anchor, whicb was more troubling due to the fact that Mitchell was fa:niliar

with the area. Mitchell also conceded that the two story format is likely

a

necessity out

of

decreasing land inventories, and Mitchell noted that once one runs out of land, one starts

building

up.

Resp't Post-Hearing Br. at 35-36.
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C.

Conclusions of Law and Analysis

1.

Burden ofProof

Generally, ataxpayer seeking review of an assessing official's deterrnination has the

111

burden of proving that the assessment is wrong and what the conect assessment should

be.

See

Meridian Towers East & West v. Washington T)vp. Assessor, 805 N.E.2d 475,

478 (Ind. Tax Ct. 2003); see also Clarkv. State Bd. of Tax Comm'rs,694 N.E.2d 1230

(Ind, Tax Ct. 1998). A burden-shifting statute creates two exceptions to the rule.
First, Ind. Code $ 6-1,1-i5-17 .2(a) " applies to any review or appeal of an assessment

I 12.

under this chapter

if the assessment that

is the subject of the review or appeal is an

increase of more than five percent (5%) over the assessment for the same property for the

prior tax year." Under Ind, Code

$

6-1.1-15-17.2(b), "the county assessor or township

assessor making the assessment has the burden of proving that the assessment is correct

in any review or appeal under this chapter and in any appeals taken to the lndianan board
of tax review or to the lndiana ta)r court,"

113.

Seoond,lnd. Code $ 6-1.1-15-17.2(d) "applies to real property forwhichthe gross
.

assessed value

of the real property was reduced by the assessing offrcial or reviewing

authority in au appeal oonduoted under Ind. Code $ 6-1,1-15," except where the property
was valued using the inoome capitalization approach in the appeal. Under subsection (d),

"if

the gross assessed value of real properly for an assessment date that follows the latest

assessment date that was the subject of an appeal described in this subsection is increased
above the gloss assessed value of the real properly for the latest assessment date covered

'by the appeal, regardless of the amount of the increase, the county
assessor

(if any) making the a$sessment

assessor or township

has the burden of proving that the assessment is

correot." Ind. Code $ 6-1,1-15-t7,2(d),

114.

These provisions may not apply if there was a ohange in improvements, zoning, or use.

Ind. Code $ 6-1.1-15-17 .2(c),
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115,

In any case, if an assessor has the burden and fails to meet it, the taxpayer may offer
evidenoe of the correot a.ssessmsnt, If neither party offers evidence that suffices to prove
the property's conect assessment, it reverts to the previous year's value.

,See

Ind. Code

$

6-1.1-1s-17.2(b).
In this case, the parties agreed on the record that Kohl's would accept the burden for

116

2007. The btuden for each succeeding year turns on our decision for the preceding year,
Where both parties offer probative appraisals from highly qualified experts, the question
is largely academic because both parties have met the burden,

2,
ll7,

Conclusions of Law

The Tanpayer argued that Coers' valuation is.o'more supported" because she applied the
o'proper

defurition of 'market value*in-use"' based on settled case law in the context

of

valuing 'tbig box general retail properfy." Furthermore, the Taxpayer argued that the
Assessor's experts 'Just do not understand" Indiana's r:nique valuation standard. Pel'r
'

Post-Hearing Br, at 2, 4. The Board finds that the Torpayer overstates the uniqueness of
Indiana law, and precedent does not compel the Board to adopt Coers' valuation. [n
some regards, Kenney and Klesrynski do plaoe too much emphasis on the identity of the

user of the Southlake Outlot. However, the Board does not

fud

that they valued the

properfy to the user. Moroover, Coers and Mitchell also rrii"d heavily on Kohl's-specific
"

data in their opinions, [n the final analysis, the Board's conclusion in this case is not
dictated by competing interpretations of true tax value or case law, but by the evidence
before it.

I18.

In indiana, assessments are bassd on a property's true ta< value. "True ta:c value" does
o'true
tax value" mean
not mean fair market value. Ind. Code $ 6-1.1-31-6(c), Nor does

'the value of the properly to the user. lnd, Code $ 6.1-1.1-31-6(e). Subject to those
somewhat tautological directives, the Legislature relies on the lndiana Deparhnent

of

Local Government Finanoe ("DLGF") to define true tax value. lnd. Code $ 6- 1 . I -3 1-

6(Q. The DLGF defines true tax value as: "the market value-in-r:se of a properfy for its
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,

curent use, as reflected by the utility received by the owner or a similar user, from

the

property." 2002 Mel.ru AL at}i 2011 Mer.ru AL etz.l

119.

The Manual offers further guidance. It defines "market value-in-use," "value in use," and
"use value,'o as being synonymous. 2002

MlvueL

at

6-8. But it also

states that a

property's true tax value will equal its value-in-exchange when properties are frequently
"

120.

excbanged and used for the same purposes by the buyer and seller.

Id. a12,4.

True ta:< value is something other than purely market value or value-in-use. Given the
mandates from the Indiana Supreme Court and the Legislature, the DLGF created a

valuation standard that relies heavily on what it terms as objectively verifiable data from
the market, but still rnaintains the notion of property wealth gained through utility, and

.therefore recognizes situations where true tax value will differ from market value.

l2l.

The Torpayer's brief relied heavily on

ca.se

law, However, "each assessment

and each tax

year stands alone" and the Board "evaluates each properfy's value based on its specific
facts and circumstances.o' CZS Corp. v, Monroe Cty, Assessor, 83 N.E.3d 1286,1292 (Ind.
Tzux Ct.

2017), The Board is

oonot

bound to reach the same conclusions regarding the

'persuasive value of an appraiser's reports and valuation methods for different ta:( years or

different properties." Id. The Tax Cor:rt has held that the 'laluation of properly is an
opinion and not an exact science." Monroe Cnty. Assessor v, SCP 2007-C-26-002, LLC,62

N.E.3d 478, 482 (Ind. Tax Ct. 2016). Therefore, "it is up to each party to convinoe the
Indiana Board why its opinion. . . is more probative." .Id.

122. 'In

the context of big box valuations, the Toc Court ha$

onrepeatedly

interpreted tho

meaning of 'cunent use' broadly, rejecting the contention that with respect to commercial
osecondary users' cannot be
and industrial properties, properties that have been sold to

oonsidered comparable." Howard Cnty. Assessor v, Kohl's Indiana LP,57 N.E,3d 913,
I Some of tbe years at issue fall under the 2002 Manual and others under tbe 2011 Manual. Tho definition in ths
20l l Manual is identical except for oue word: "The market value-in-use of a property for its ourrent use, as roflected

by the utility rooeived by tle owuer or by a similar usor, from the propofty." 20 I I MANU AL af? (omphasis added).
The parties do not suggest that the Manuals differ in regard to the meanjrrg of truo tax value, and the Board will refer
to the 2002 Manual for purposes of simplicity,
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'Ior Ct. 20t6). However,

(l)

a

the

Ta>c

Court has never held that market value-in-use

valuation under the comparable sales dpproach that is (2) based on the sales

ofvacant properties to secondary users.
In regard to build-to-suit leases and sale-leasebacks, the Tax Court has held that a parfy

123.

may establish "a significant difference between the subject properfy's market rent and
oontractual
a

ren!" particularly in instances where

saleJeaseback transactions are used "as

means to generate additional business capital from investors." Shelby County Assessor

o'subject
v. CVS Phanfl., hnc.,994 N.E.zd 350, 354, (Ind. Tax Ct, 2013). Furthermore, a

(9.,

properfy's conhachral rent" may capture "more than the value of the real properly
the osticks and bricks')."

Id,

However, the Tax Court has not held that the leases for

buildto-suit properties must be presumed to reflect above-market rent.

t24,

While the case law addresses appraisal theory, most often the question comes down to
,

which o'appraiser exercised . . . caution in his income approach, land which] appraiser did

nol." Grant County

Assessor v. Kerasotes Showplace Theatres,

882 (Ind. Ta;r Ct. 2011).

If

an appraiser has not sufftciently

LLC,955 N,B.2d 876,

"identified the objective

bases for his [or her] opinion, the lndiana Board has no way to assess whether the

profilered opinion is rationally-based or merely a conslusion," and conclusory statements
do not qualify as probative evidence. Marion County Assessor v. Washington Square

'Mall, LLC,46N.E.3d 1,12 (Ind, Tax Ct.2015).

I25.

The Taxpayer plaoed substantial weight on Mitchell's argument that oniy experienced
lndiana appraisers are capable of divining the veiled meaning of the words "matket

value-in-use." This is not supported by case law, and it is inconsistent with the basis of
the Coers and Coers-Mitchell appraisals.

'unique

If Indiana law oompelled a jurisdictionally

result in this case, Mitchell and Coers could not have relied so heavily on case law

from Kansas and Wisconsin. Likewise, Coers and Mitchell could not have relied

so

heavily on David LennhofPs artiole, which was not based on any peculiarity of lndiana
propedy tan law. When it comes to interpreting generally accepted appraisal principles,
Indiana is not different from "98oh of the rest of the appraisal population." The Board
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' finds this case comes down to a weighing of the relative strengths and weaknesses in
competing choices of data and applications of appraisal theory,

126.

As the Taxpayer repeatedly notod, market vaJue-in-use is often described as "the value of
a

properfy for its use, not the value of its use." Stinson v. TVimas Fasteners, lnc.,923

N.E.2d 496, 501, (Ind. Tax Ct. 2010). In big box cases, there is often a stark difference in

'the "value of'

aad the "value

for" a properfy use, [n this oase, however, the Board

has

forurd that the Southlake Outlot is not like most big box stores, It is not owner-occupied
and its likely buyers are not necessarily owner-occupiers. It is owned by a mall and
described as a mall anchor, and Coers stated that the mall owners would not likely sell

it

to an owner-occupant. None of the appraisers made an adjustrnent for fi.urotional
obsolescence. It does not suffer from substantial superadequacies that have value only to
the current user and would not be refleoted in a sale to a secondary user, This is a

relatively interchangeabl e income-producing retail property.

3.

Analysis

127.

In sorting through disagreements among experts, it is wise to consider where there is
'agreenent. Coers and Kenney generally agreed as to the market for buyers for the
Southlake Outlot. Coers stated that the market "is divided between ilvestors and owner-

occupants," Kenney noted that while investors and owner-occupants are both potential
buyers, o'investors are a better
.are
,

fit for the typical buyer." He firrther stated that investors

primarily concerned with "income potential, in this oase based on market rent." In

her final analysis, Coers placed most weight on the income approach, signaling that she

found the sales comparison approach, which "explicitly recognizes the motivations of
owner occupants," of lesser importance than the income approach, which "recognizes the
motivations of investors and speculators." Thus, in the final analysis, Kenney and Coers
agree that invostors are the most likely buyers. Pet'r Ex.

C at 49-50, 173; Resp.

Ex, A at

14.

L28,

Neither parly found the cost approach applicable to tiris properfy. Coers stated that the
cost approach "is not applicable due to the subject's age and laok ofconsideration by
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market partioipants." Kenney noted that the cost approach "is given little weight by the
realty market" and that it is most relevant for new oonstruction projects. While Kermey
tbe cost approach relevant in his reconoiliation, it rvas not given primary
"sonsidered
weight. Thus Kenney and Coers agree that the cost approach is tbe least relevant. Pet'r
Ex.

I29.

C at 49; Resp,

Ex,

Aat 64,200.

As for the sales comparison approach, finding relevant data was a struggle for both
parties. Kenney noted that, particularly for properties at super-regional shopping malls,
"sales

are infiequent and are often included

within larger transaotions. Coers noted that

o'similar
in both physical and locational characteristics . . . are
the number of sales that are
somewhat

iimited." Coers admined the diffrculty in furding comps "more similar in

physical or locational athibutes" due to her exclusion of leased-fee comps, Thus Kenney
and Coers agree that the reliability of the sales comparison approach was somewhat

limited due to the data. Pet'r Ex. C at 93, 170; Resp.

130.

Ex.

A at 67-68.

While Kenney equally weighted the sales and i:rcome approaches, the Board agrees with
Coers that most weight should be placed on ths income approach. The Board finds that

the income approach is the valuation method most likely to lead to a credible vaiue for
the Southlake Outlot. The i-ncome approach most clearly caphres tle motivations of
investors, and there is less dispute about the availability and reliability of the data
131.

The fundamental disagroement in the income approach is whether buiid-to-suit leases
must be excluded or adjusted in deterrnining market rent. The Appraisal of ReaI Estate
does not inolude Lennhoff s conclusory exclusion of build-to-suit leases.

It states that the

value of a leasehold estate (contact rent) 'omay be positive, zero, or negative, depending
on the relationship between market rent and contract rent." Trre APpRAISAL oF REAL

Esrate, 441, Accordingly, "appraisers differentiate between lease provisions that are
generally representative of the market and other elements of a contract that are not typical
of the market." Id.

T"he

Appraisal of Real Estate specifically cautions against basing rent

on leases from owner-occupied buildings or sale leasebacks, but not build-to-suit leases.

Id, at 466. The treatise considers the effect of build-to-suit provisions on rent,

o'In

maoy
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retail environments, the rents vary directly with the level of build-out provided to the

tenant." Id, at 474. Under those circumstances, "the Jevel of build-out supplied with the
rent is an important element of comparison," and should be adjusted "as above-the-line or
below-the-line expenses." Id. at474-75. This suggests that leases with build-out
provisions may require adjustment, not necessarily exclusion.

132.

In this case, neither appraiser completely excluded build-to-suit leases in their analysis of
market rent. Coers admitted that the Southlake Outlot is in a markot "dominated by built-

to-suit rental rates." She included the "two closest leased Kohl's stores" in her
oomparable lease analysis. These were also included in the Mitchell-Coers appraisal.

The Kohl's leases are significant to Coers' opinion of market rent. If these build-to-suit
'leases are excluded, only 4 of the remaining l4leases are within Coers' range of market

rental rates.

133.

Ir.

at 5a; Pet'r Ex. C at 128.

Coers did not adjust her Kohl's leases for being build-to suit. While she claimed that her

exclusion of most build-to-suit leases came from "a great deal of analysis as opposed to
none at

all,"

she devoted the least attention to her market extraction analysis. She did not

'even relate which leases were relevant to each year. Her testimony was very vague

as

to

why a build-to-suit lease would be too difhcult to adjust. This contrasted with her very
specific claim tlrat build-to-suit leases are oourmoily 30%to 70% above market.
Because neither Coers nor Mitchell adjusted their build-to-suit leases, their criticisms ring

hollow, Pet'r Ex. C at 128; Resp. Ex, A at l18;

134. 'The Board

Resp, Ex. F

at 88; Tr. at 5l-52, IA34-38,

also notes that Coers freely relied on build-to-suit data in other areas of her

appraisal, She heavily relied on Kohl's and other build-to-suit rental data in calculating
her gross peroentage sales estimate of market rent. She relied on sales of Kohl's and
other build-to-suit properties in identifying capitalization rates for her cost-based market

rent and her income approach. Build-to-suit data was used the same way in the Mitchell,Coers appraisal. The Board cannot find that the inclusion of market data influenced by
unadjusted build-to-suit leases is fatally unreliable in estimating mar,ket rent but perfectly
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reliable in other criticai aspects of an appraisal. Pet'r Ex. C at 129, 139-142; Resp. Ex,

F

at 89-94.

135.

The most persuasive testimony regarding the nature of build-to-suit leases safire from
Lees, the Kohl's executive, He stated that Kohl's very closely watches rent markets and

tries to enter into leases at market rates. Similarly, Kohl's closely watches construction
costso even engaging in reverse-build-to-suit to prevent overcharges. This testimony

,contradicts

Kohl's

Coers' claim that excessive charges by conhactors might push build-to-suit

lease rents as much as3A%-70Yo above

market. Lees did not testiff that the

Kohlos leases were generally above market or that build-to-suit leases wouid typically be
above market. He stated that some Kohl's leases might be above market due to chasing a

particular location for reasons unique to the company's business model, While he
oharacterized a build-to-suit lease as a financing arangement, he did not state that it was
"used to raise capital or to finance personal properry. This testimony is far different from

the evidence presented in other cases where there was direct testimony fiom the owner
that more than the building was being financed through a sale-leaseback tansaction.

See

Shelby County Assessor,994 N.E.2d at354.

136.

Based on the record before it in this case, tJre Board finds that the concems about the

'reliability of using build-to-suit leases in estimating market rent for the Soutllake Outiot
are overstated. Both appraisers estimated market rent based in part on build-to-suit
leases, and neither appraiser made specific adjustments to their build-to-suit lease oomps.

I37.

Both appraisers engaged in a qualitative analysis to extract market rent from a very
diverse set of comparable leases, Kenney provided a much broader and more detailed
'analysis in his market extraction approach, While Mitchell criticized Kenney's choices
of lease oomps for particular tax years, the Coers and Mitchell-Coers appraisals did not
even offer a rental rate for each year under their market exhaction analysis. Kenney

included some leases of nominal relevance (e.g. ground leases and a small restaurant), but
those outliers did not detract from his analysis.

ln contast,

the majority of Coers' leases

had nominal relevance. Coers' inclusion of a month-to-month lease for a fireworks store
Soutilake Indiana LLC
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in a soon-to-be demolished building, which had

a

higber rent than two of her other lease

comps, casts significant doubt on her market rent analysis. From the data oompiled by

both appraisers, the Board furds fifteen leases to be relevant and comparable:
Tenant

Comp

'

Kenney

1

Kohl's

KenneyT

Koh I 's

KenneyLO,20,29

Kohl's

Kenney23,3I,38

Kohl's

Kenney 24,32,39

Koh

l's

Kenney30,37,40

Koh

l's

Kenney 35, 39

Kohl's

I

Koh I rs

rs 2

Koh I'q

Coers
Coe

Kenney 5, 13

Boston Store

Kenney 6,-14

Gend'0r'Mountoln

Kenney 35, 38

The RoomPl ace

XEnney 37

Sportsman's Warehouse

Coers L2

Godby Furnlture

Goe rs

15

Art Van Furnlture

Locatlon
Lease Yr. slF
Rent 5/F
2A07
Columbla, SC
90000 s
Ceda_r Falls, lA
87000, $
2002
Lexl n3titn, 5C
90000 $
2W7
NV
2009
e6000 9
Henderson,
Eureka, CA
2009
76000 s
Coll,lnsvllle, lL
2010
64000 s,
2011
lndlanapolls, lN
87000 I
1995
Hlghland, lN
96000 s
Goshen, lN
1999
87000 $
Ra cl ne, Wl
102000 s 10.71
2006
40000 $
7.42
Merrl llville, lN
2005
Merrlllvllle, lN
2011
42000 )
9,7s
lA
13,00
Ankeny,
7AI2
50000 )
6,50
2011
41000 (
Grmel, lN
8.50
43000 s
Batavle, lL
Z0t4

In addition, the Board finds relevant Coers' Comp 3: a Food4less in a 74,000 s/f
building in Hammond with a rent increase l.l;.20tZ to $6.50 s/f This totals sixteen
comps, which is the same number of comps Coers used in her analysis.

138.

The Board finds the Kohl's leases to be particularly relevant beoause of Lees' testimony
.about how Kohl's enters into leases. The uniformity of Kohl's design and location
selections suggests they are likely oompaxable to the Southlake Outlot. They also provide
a geogxaphical benohmark for market rates. The comparable Kohl's leases suggest a

range

of

Though the locations are from across the United

States, the varianoe is very similar to locations within lndiana

The highest rent is for an Indianapolis location, across the sheet from a major mall.

139,

The Board notes the Gander Mountain ($7.42 per s/0 and the RoomPlace ($9,75 per s/f)
leases are particularly relevant due to their proximity to the Southlake

Outlot. The

Gander Mountain lease is older, from 2005. The RoornPlace is across the

steet. Both
Southlake Indlana LLC
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are

half the size of the Southlake Outlot. The Board furds that, despite the size

. difference, the Southlake Outlot might still command a higher per unit rent due to its

much superior location in terms of its visibility and access at the crossroads of US 30 and
Mississippi Street and its proximity to the mall.

140.

From this tle Board must decide which opinion of market ront is best supported.
Kenney's estimate ranged from $9.00 per s/f to $10,50 per s/f. Coers' estimate ranged

' from $5.50 per s/f to $7.25 per s/f. The Board could accept Coers' range only if it
presumed the Kohl's leases were all generally above market and a significant inverse size

to unit value were applied to the smaller lease comparisons. The Board has already found
that Lees' testimony established that build-to-suit Kohl's leases are not generally above

marke! and Coers has failed to substantiate a basis to quanti$ an ad.justnaent for

t4t,

size.

Coers also performed a gross sales percentage rent analysis. The Board notes that her
analysis is substantially flawed because she evidently bases

(l

.50A, zYo, 3%) rather than rent as a percentage

it on gross

rcrt, clauses

of gross sales.2 Oftentimes,

as

with the

lease on the Southlake Outlot, gross percentage rent is in addition to fixed rent. The

median clause percentage is not helpful without knowing the fixed median base rate. She
did not calculate the more relevant percentage: the ratio of median rent to median gross
sales. This error, however, may be corrected by dividing the median sales by median rent

for each of the categories from the survey data:3

Dls cou

nt

De p

t.

Junlor Dept.
Junlor PlscountOept.
Discount Mixed Apparel

Medlan Sales

pers/f

$
s
$
$

243,2s
14e,50

Medlan Rentpers/f Rent as /o.of Sales

s
$
J-63.59 $
23?.M s

4.94
5.13
e.go
e.48

Cl

ause % Rent

2,O3%
3,43%
4,22%
4.O8%

L,5%
3,o%
?-.A%
Z,O%

Thus, the range ef sylsdians of gross percentage sales as a measure of rent is not 1.5%3%; the range of medians is2.03%4.220/u Pet'r Ex. C at 139-44.

2

Coers' report stated tlat sbe included tle "percentages used to determine rsnt based on those sales shown," Per'r
Ex. C at 139-,/40. However, that cannotbe the case because, undorDiscourtDept,, $243.25 x.015 = $3,64 whioh is
not tbe rent listed at $4.94. The Board infers that the suwey data referonces reported percentage renl clawes,
3

For example, Discount Dept. is calculated as follows: $4,94 I $243.25 =

.0203,
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I42,

In estimating a range of retail sales per s/f, Coers noted that her estimates from the Kohl's
data were "equivalent to the medians for discount department stores and

junior discount

department stores" from the trended survey data. The Board finds that the Southlake

Outlot is likely at the high end of Coers' range, which is consistent with the average

'for competitors like Target

sales

and Sears in Kenney's data, The Board also finds that the

junior dissount deparfnent percentage rent rate best reflects the prime location of the
Southlake Outlot.

i
ar

Pet'r

Ex.

C at 139-44;

Resp, Ex.

F

133,

143. 'From this, the Board reconstructs Coers' gross percentage sales

analysis by using the

higher range of Coerso sales per slf (Pet'r Ex. C at 142) and the junior discount
department rent to gross sales late af 4,22% calculated in the prior table.a

The Board finds that these numbers are remarkably supportive of the market rents
proposed by Kenney.

r44.

While Coers also presented

a rent estimate based on cost, she clearly stated that the cost

approaoh is not applicable, Using an inapplicable approach to estimate rent is not likely
,to provide a more reliable result than the market extraction and gross percentage rent
estimates.
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145,

Based on this, the Board finds that the market rents proposed by Kenney are the most

"

146.

credible, The Board now turns to the inoome adjushnents and operating expenses.
As for vacancy and collection loss, Kenney used 5% amoss the years on appeal. Coers'
rates fluctuated from 2.8o/oto 8.70A, but the average asross

tle

years on appeal was

6.02%, This issue is largely theoretical in the context of a single-tenant building with a
long-term lease and reflects perceptions of risk. A buyer would most likely look at long,

147.

tenn trends in valuing the properfy, and Kenney's approach is more persuasive.
As for rnanagement fees, Kenney used 3% which is slightly below average for "Power
Center Managenent Fees" according to the PwC survey. Coers used 5% which equates to
$.32 per s/f and the low end of all shopping centers in IREM's Region

5. The Board

finds that the Southlake Outlot should be compared to power center type properties, and
"as a single-tenant property, its management fees are

likely on the low end and support

Kenney's opinion.

148.

As for replacement reserves, Kenney did not allocate

a replacement

reserve. Coers

ailocated a reserve to 2012 only, Once agal& a buyer would most likely look at longterm tends, and Kenney's approach is more persuasive,

149.

The Board now tums to capitalization rates, where the parties reached significantly

different conclusions.
2047

2008

2009

2010

201

Coers

7

7.5

8

8.5

Kenney

6.94

6.83

7.5

6.7

I

2012

zat3

20r4

8.s

7

7.5

7.5

6.8

6,6s

6.89

6.5

Choosing capitalization rates i:rvolves oomplicated opinions regarding the value of
investments in real estate relative to competing types of inveshnents and how investors
weigh risk. The data cited by both parties have a wide range of rates and refleot different
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opinions regarding the effeot of the Great Reoession and this segment of the market. The
Board finds that Kenney's capitalization rates are more persuasive because they are tied
to more oomparable properties. However, Kenney's capitalization rates for 2010,20i I,

.and20t2

150.

are below the ranges of rates selected in his data.

OveraII, the Board finds that Kenney's income approach is the most persuasive, with the

exception of his capitalization rates for years 2010,2011, and 2012, which are
unsupported by the data. The Board finds that Coers' capitalization rates should be used

in those years:s

Coers OAR

KenneyTax Load
Loaded OAR

1.

2011

20t2

8.50%

7.OO9{

o.15%

O;LSo'6

0.15%

8,65%

8.63%

7,L6%

$

831,598

Capltallzed Value

s

9.613,8sO s

Rounded

s

9,600,000

Kenney NOI

15

2010
g.s0%

5

5

831,598

s

747,?,56

9,613,850 $
9,500,000 s

10,435,536

Because the inoome approach is the most appropriate

10,400,000

metlod and there is competent and

credible evidence supporting conclusions of value under the i:rcome approach, the Board

will not review

the other approaches. Likewise, the Board finds that no weight should be

given to the other approaches through reconciliation.

152,

As for tle review appraisers, the Board finds that Mitchell holds Kenney to a standard of
detail that both the Coers appraisal and the Mitchell-Coers appraisal fell far beneath, and
his testimony is given little weight. As for Klesz5rnski, his opinions of value are bereft

of

supporting data. Without discloswe of his comparable sale and market lease dat4 the
Board cannot give weight to his conolusory opinions of value.

For example,.in 2010, Loaded OAR is oalculatod as follows: .085 + .0015= .0865. The Capitalized Value is
caloulated as follows: $831,598 / .0865 = $9,613,850.
5
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fV. Conclusion

153.

Both parties offered valuation opinions from qualified experts, Except for t}ree years
where his capitalization rates were unsupported by the evidence, the Board finds Kenney's
income approach valuations to be the most credible. By using Coers' capitalization rates

for 2010, 2011, and 2012,the Board can reach credible values based on Kenney's income
approach. The Board finds the true tax value of the Southlake Outlot as follows:

Year Total Assessment
2007

$1 1,700,000

2008

$11,800,000

2009

$10,900,000

2010

$9,600,000

20tl

$9,600,000

2012

$10,400,000

2013

$12,300,000

2014

$13,000,000

The Final Determination of the above captioned matter is issued by the Board on the date rvritten
above"

8na Board of

Commissi

l'

t8w

Board of Tax Review

(__
Indiana Board of Tax Review
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. APPEAL RICIITS .

You may petition for judicial review of this final determination under the provisions of Indiana
Code $ 6-1,1-15-5 and the Indiana Tax Court's rules. To initiate aproooeding for judicial review
you must take the action required not later than forty-five (45) days after tbe date of this notice,
The Indiana Code is available on the Internet

at

.

The

Indiana Tax Court's rules are available at <lrttg://r,vww.in.gov/iugliciary/nrlesfiax/irrdex.htnrl>.
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